ABSTRACT This paper presents a general distributed messaging framework for online transaction processing applications in e-business industry, and we name it as Metamorphosis (MetaQ). Specifically, this messaging framework has features of high availability, scalability, and high data throughput. The current implementation of MetaQ supports distributed XA transactions, asynchronous messaging, and multiple ways for storing message offsets. As a consequence, it is suited to the application contexts having a large quantity of messages, transaction-support, and real-time requirements. More important, another branch of MetaQ implementation, i.e., RocketMQ has been deployed and used in Taobao.com and Alipay.com. The real usages in both typical online transaction applications have proven that the nature of MetaQ can perform well for such big Internet applications. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Behind the complexity of Internet applications [1] , there exist masses of real time responses to user requests including online transactions, log analysis and personality recommendation services [2] . Since these relevant tasks are usually driven by various kinds of messaging services, the technique of message queue (sometimes called as Messageoriented Middleware, MOM) might be one of the best solutions to satisfy such requirements [3] . To be specific, message queue is a software stack or hardware infrastructure, and used to support for sending and receiving messages between component applications in a distributed environment [4] . It is normally based on a message broker, which offers common functionality to fulfill interactions between components of the distributed applications, in which the components interact with each other by sending or receiving messages.
On the other side, certain large-scale Internet applications and services must face challenges of explosively increasing message traffics and other special demands. For example, Taobao [5] , a China's e-market leader, has boosted Chinese online market users up to 650 million or so, and it then generates more than 100 million messages and logs every day [6] . Furthermore, the business-relevant Internet applications generally conduct typical XA transactions. A typical XA transaction consists of two operations in a single purchase: (1) deduct money from the consumer's account, and (2) add money to the account of vendor. In other words, either both of the operations relating to the XA transaction are permanent and atomic, if successful, or none of them will be committed [7] .
However, most of the traditional messaging systems are far from ability to solve the mentioned problems, because of their awkward scalability or the lack of XA transaction support, when aiming at Internet applications with online transaction processing (OLTP). Since conventional message queue frameworks are mainly implemented on the basis of the Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP) [8] , they always formulate numerous semantics and extra operations for reliability, acknowledgments and transactions. As a consequence, it is rather difficult to construct a messaging system that has characteristics of high performance and good scalability [2] . In addition, there exist some implementations of distributed messaging systems including Amazon SQS [9] , and Kafka [4] , [10] , [23] , they may have fascinating throughput and well elasticity, but some of them are not suitable to deal with the situations we discussed above, as they are short of supports for XA transactions, or private security, which are critical to Internet applications requiring to handle online transaction processing.
This paper designs and implements a general distributed messaging framework, which is called Metamorphosis (hereinafter referred to as MetaQ), for online transaction processing applications in e-business industry. Particularly, besides having basic functionality represented by AMQP, our newly proposed message middleware has the following new features:
1) Attractive performance and data throughput. MetaQ is a distributed messaging framework, it can employ multiple broker servers for handling a large amount of messages in parallel. Moreover, MetaQ has the features of group committing and memory buffering, it therefore can yield better data throughput to enhance system performance. 2) Real usages in big Internet Applications. We have programmed MetaQ to support distributed transactions. It had been deployed it in 12306.cn [11] (which is a representative, large Internet applications having the operations of online transaction processing), to offer messaging services. At present, another branch of MetaQ distributed messaging middleware (named as RocketMQ in Taobao, and it has certain unique application-specific characteristics) performs well in practice for Taobao.com and Alipay.com. It now deals with more than hundreds of million messages every day in these two big Internet applications. The rest of this paper is structured as follows: the related work focusing on message processing will be described in Section II. The design and implementation details of our newly proposed messaging approach are illustrated in Section III. Section IV introduces our evaluation methodology and discusses experimental results. At last, we make concluding remarks in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
There is a wide range of sophisticated approaches of message queue to coordinate actions between various layers of the applications running in distributed/parallel computing environments or other enterprise systems. N. Nannoni has summarized the capabilities, benefits and drawbacks of using a message middleware, and he has also compared several commonly used message queue systems [12] . This section describes several typical implementations of message queue in both industry and academia:
ActiveMQ, which is an open source message broker, and written in Java together with a full Java Message Service (JMS) client. It provides ''Enterprise Features'', and is able to foster communications from a large quantity of clients and servers [13] . The communication is managed with features including the ability to be deployed onto computer clusters and the ability to use any database as a JMS persistence provider [13] . Thus, ActiveMQ is a widely used message middleware for enterprise applications, and message channels are shared among all components of enterprise application systems.
Similar to ActiveMQ, HornetQ is another homologous software for enterprise systems [14] . Both of them treat the issue of transactional consistency as the first priority, but they fail to provide low latency messaging services for the application having a large amount of message data, when the transactional consistency is not critical. Therefore, the discussed two enterprise messaging frameworks are not suitable for log processing applications and large Internet applications.
RabbitMQ, which is another message broker software by complying with the Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP). The source codes of RabbitMQ are publicly available, as it is released under the Mozilla Public License [15] . The RabbitMQ server is written in the Erlang programming language and is built on the Open Telecom Platform framework for providing reliable asynchronous messaging services at an Internet scale.
Since RabbitMQ has the property of being a broker, it can be easily adopted and used in applications. So that it can facilitate to the contexts of load balance, and message persistent processing. But, RabbitMQ also holds the demerits of poor scalability (because it does not support dynamic scaling) and no support for distributed transactions. As a consequence, it cannot be utilized for the applications having requirements of transaction support and large-scale deployment.
ZeroMQ, which is quite different from traditional messaging frameworks. In a strict sense, it is more like a low-layer communication library, instead of a full-fledged message server [16] . In fact, ZeroMQ composes a new layer to encapsulate all interfaces of network communications, process communications and thread communications. It is able to yield satisfactory performance because of its lightweight implementation. As a result, ZeroMQ is commonly employed in applications of financial community. However, the users have to implement other expected functionalities, such as fault tolerance and transaction support when these functionalities are indeed required, since they are not included in ZeroMQ by default.
Kafka, which might be the most similar approach to our work, and inspired us to conduct the development work of MetaQ. In fact, Kafka was originally developed at LinkedIn [17] , and used as its centralized event pipelining VOLUME 5, 2017 platform for both online and offline data integration tasks [4] . Different from other conventional messaging middleware developed on the basis of AMQP, Kafka is a distributed, scalable publish-subscribe messaging framework, and it can contribute to build real-time streaming data pipelines that reliably get data between component systems or applications in the system. Nonetheless, Kafka supports neither distributed transactions nor multiple means of offset storing, it also fails to offer high availability of messaging services, which are critical to online transaction processing in the modern e-business industry. Consequently, it is not the best choice to provide messaging services for large-scale Internet applications.
Amazon SQS (Amazon Simple Queue Service), which is a fast, reliable, scalable, and fully managed message queuing service [9] . Amazon SQS is suitable for the context, in which the component applications or models require loosely coupled communications and cooperation. Obviously, Amazon SQS is a kind of cloud service (online) for asynchronous messaging, and all messages are required to be processed by the Amazon cloud. Therefore, it is unadvisable to leverage Amazon SQS for some cases that have rigorous security or real-time requirements.
Furthermore, to reduce the communication overhead in the context of Internet of Things (IoT) with IPv6 multicast, Akkermans et al. have proposed a mechanism to integrate the publish-subscribe message middleware and multicast, for providing better message services [18] . Gascon-Samson et al. have designed Dynamoth, which is a dynamic, scalable, channel-based publish/subscribe middleware, and purposefully designed for large scale, distributed and latency constrained systems [19] . In other words, this middleware supports dynamically balancing message loads, to ensure less latency and optimize Cloud infrastructure usage. In the same way, Li et al. have also introduced a productive message middleware (following the publish/subscribe fashion), targeting at Peer-to-Peer Clouds, to accelerate matching messages between consumer and producer applications [20] .
III. MetaQ ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN PRICIPLES
For the purpose of providing a general distributed messaging middleware for OLTP Internet applications, we have proposed the MetaQ messaging framework. It can offer high performance and high availability messaging services, and then eventually accelerate application execution. This section will specifically present the information about design and implementation of MetaQ.
A. HIGH LEVEL ARCHITECTURE
The high-level architecture overviews of MetaQ from angles of system architecture and software stack have been shown in Figures 1(a) and 1(b) respectively. From the illustration in Figure 1 (a), we can understand that MetaQ employs a typical architecture of distributed message queue software, and contains the components of Zookeeper (who is the name server of the system), Producer (who generates messages), Consumer (who consumes messages), and Broker (who is responsible for flushing messages to disks, as well as specifying partitions of messages).
To be specific, Zookeeper [21] is employed as a coordinator. Besides processing load balance for the components of Consumer and Producer; it sustains direct communications between Broker and Consumer (or Producer). Moreover, to achieve high availability of messaging services, we have applied the mode of master/salve onto broker servers to support synchronous/asynchronous replication from a master broker to slave ones. Once the master broker server crashed due to some reason, the slave one takes over its work, and continues to provide messaging services.
Figure 1(b) shows the software stack of MetaQ, in which MetaQ Server is the critical layer in the stack. In particular, after the processing in the layer of message store (details will be available in Section III-C), MetaQ Server employs the gecko framework 1 as its network communication utility, for supporting low latency inter-node message communications.
In addition to storing messages, MetaQ Server has to handle all kinds of communications among the components. On the one hand, all messages sent by producer applications will be finally flushed into physical disks of Broker. On the other hand, the messages required by consumer applications will be read from the physical disks, as well. Generally, MetaQ can employ I/O services of HDFS, databases and HBase etc., to write the messages going through to the disk storage, or to acquire the messages coming from the disk storage.
B. LOGIC DATA STRUCTURE OF MESSAGE
Apart from message contents, there is also extra information for better organizing the message, Figure 2 shows the message data structure in MetaQ logically. As seen, each message is related to the field of Message ID, as well as the field of message data that holds the real message contents. The name server supervises the first part of data, and the broker servers manage the second part of data. In the field of Message ID, there are three different fields, i.e. the storage time, the address of storage server (i.e. the broker server), and the message offset. In fact, all message data relating to the same topic are sequentially organized on the disk of the broker server; we can thus locate a specified message by using its offset.
Because the fashion of message consumption in MetaQ is the Pull model, it means consumer applications have to subscribe the required messages from the broker server by filling message topics. After querying with the name server (i.e. Zookeeper), the consumer applications can first retrieve the metadata about message offsets, and IP addresses of the corresponding broker servers by inputting a relevant message topic. Then, the required message contents (through parsing message offsets to locate the message data) can be obtained from the relevant storage server (i.e. the broker server). Considering the significance of availability of message offsets used in locating designated messages, MetaQ provides three optional schemes to store the offsets of messages on the name server, including Zookeeper, the MySQL database and files, for achieving high reliability in varied application contexts. By default, the Zookeeper cluster is employed for managing such metadata about all messages.
C. MESSAGE STORE ON SERVERS
MetaQ leverages data structures of Commit Log and Message Queue to administrate messages on the broker servers. Specifically, Commit Log is a disk file (also called physical file in MetaQ) including all message contents, and located in the target message server (i.e. Broker). That is to say, messages sent by Producer are supposed to be eventually stored in this file, and Consumer also needs to read this file for getting required messages. Done.
In order to flexibly organize messages and quicken up the process of addressing the requested message stored on the broker server, we have introduced Message Queue, which contains the metadata about messages, such as their topics and their corresponding offsets in Commit Log. Thus, the consumer applications must retrieve Message Queue before accessing Commit Log for obtaining the requested messages.
More important, to speedup processing of messages, the broker server initially buffers the messages in a memory file, which is supposed to be flushed to the disk file when its size is greater than a pre-defined threshold. To be specific, the technique of memory map has been utilized for holding the messages cached in the memory before writing to the disks. Algorithm 1 illustrates a snapshot of source codes for storing messages. As seen in Line 11-14, the message contents buffered in the memory are supposed to be flushed to the relevant disk file of Commit Log. In the case of the mapped disk file is full, another new disk file is produced to save the in-memory messages, as shown in Line 19-23.
Generally speaking, we recommend setting the size of in-memory messages in the range of [0.01*Memory Capacity, 0.1*Memory Capacity], as we believe it can yield attractive system performance without affecting the memory utilization for general purposes.
D. SENDING/RECEIVING MESSAGES
This section specifically introduces the processes of sending and receiving messages in MetaQ. As discussed before, Zookeeper is the coordinator of the system, apart from Broker, both Consumer and Producer are supposed to firstly register to Zookeeper through the component of MetaQ Client, only then can they enjoy messaging services offered by the system. Figure 3 detailedly illustrates the procedure of sending a message in MetaQ. In the figure, the component of MetaQ colored with blue indicates the components of Broker and Zookeeper. After registration to the MetaQ name server (i.e. Zookeeper), a new message factory will be generated, which is in charge of creating a new message producer, to publish a topic to the name server, and then to send the relevant message to the broker server of MetaQ. Figure 4 shows the specification about receiving a message in MetaQ, which was sent by a producer application, and stored on Broker. It first requests the relevant metadata about the target messages, through subscribing messages from the name server by filling one or more topics. Next, the message factory creates a new message consumer, to receive messages relating to the topic. In fact, the consumer application defines a callback function, i.e. MessageListener() shown in Figure 4 , to obtain the requested messages and then to consume them. Consumer simply reads the message, and then adds the money to its account; after that, it creates a corresponding log entry and then inserts it to the replicated table, for avoiding the same message will be processed only once.)
E. JTA IMPLEMENTATION FOR XA TRANSACTION
Enabling XA transaction is one of main features in MetaQ, because our target contexts are online transaction processing Internet applications, and they might require the characteristics of XA transaction support. We have enable Java Transaction API (JTA) [22] in semantics of MetaQ, for sustaining XA transactions. Figure 5 demonstrates the message workflow in MetaQ when performing XA transaction. In other words, Producer sends a prepared message, that indicates beginning a transaction, to obtain the offset address in Commit Log for holding this piece of message, then it is able to conduct the local transaction. As seen, our example of transaction contains checking account balance, and deducting the required money from the account. After that, Producer forwards a confirmed message, to modify the state of the relevant prepared message, by referring the offset address obtained at beginning. Moreover, MetaQ periodically scans message queues, and it may communicate with relevant Producer, to ask it for checking the transaction again, when the prepared message belonging to that transaction has not been confirmed. Consequently, it can ensure the atomic property of transaction, in the case of failure of sending the confirmed message, on the side of Producer. For the corresponding Consumer application, it first reads the message to accept the money, and then inserts an entry to the replicated table for guaranteeing such messages can be only disposed once.
By resorting to the XA support in MetaQ, big Internet applications can perform online transactions distributedly. Figure 15 shows an example of source codes, in which a distributed transaction is called to handle message processing by using MetaQ interfaces.
Clearly, an instance of XAMessageProducer can be created by calling the function of createXAProducer() in an existing instance of XAMessageSessionFactory. After that, the XAMessageProducer instance is able to invoke getXAResource() for obtaining an object of XAResource. Next, through calling the function of UserTransaction.enListResource(), we can include the created XAResource object into a distributed transaction, and then call the start() function to begin the transaction. Then, all following operations are also included in this transaction, and all of these operations are supposed to be cached in a transaction file. The cached operations cannot be flushed to the message queue until the commit() function is called (the transaction is ended). Eventually, the semantics of distributed transaction can be ensured in MetaQ.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION
In this section, we first introduce the specification of our experimental platform, which was employed for evaluating the MetaQ message middleware and its comparison. After that, we conduct experiments and report the relevant experimental results. At last, we summary the observations from evaluation experiments.
A. EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM
We have employed a cluster having 6 nodes to perform evaluation experiments, and Table 1 shows the specifications of nodes on the cluster. To be specific, the components of Zookeeper and Broker are deployed on two nodes separately (i.e. one node for each component). The broker server is configured to utilize the policy of asynchronous flushing for storing the message data onto the disk storage, as it is able to provide better transaction processing throughput. The remainder four nodes are leveraged for running Producer and Consumer (i.e. two nodes for each component).
In addition, Table 2 reports the number of messages, and the total size of messages (i.e. network traffics) in our evaluation experiments. Specifically, the measure of Number of Threads means the number of threads on each Producer/Consumer machine. The metric of Total Size of Messages indicates the total size of data that required to be transferred via the network. Since different message frameworks have varied data structure of message header, we then only focus on the size of message body in the paper. Since Kafka is the most related work to MetaQ, and Apache Foundation has developed its java version named as Jafka, whose source codes are also publicly available [24] . Then, we chose Jafka as our comparison messaging middleware in evaluation, to show our proposal of MetaQ can yield better system performance in the target application contexts. In addition, for the reason of fairness, both messaging frameworks adopt Zookeeper as their name servers.
B. BASIC EXPERIMENTS ON PERFORMANCE
In the evaluation experiments, each Producer instance generates multiple threads to send messages in parallel, and each Consumer instance having the same number of threads will consume the messages sent by the Producer threads. With respect to the pre-defined thresholds used in the experiments, we set the threshold for holding in-memory messages as 256MB, and the size of disk file as 1, 024MB, respectively.
Furthermore, we fix that each thread sends/receives 50, 000 messages in every round of execution, and each message is sized as 256 bytes or 2048 bytes (i.e. 2KB), respectively. That is because most of messages in Internet applications are not larger than 2048 bytes.
1) TIME FOR SENDING MESSAGES
We first recorded the time required for sending messages by the component of Producer. Besides, the corresponding data throughput has been measured for each case, on the basis of the size of total messages and the time required for sending them. Figures 7(a) to 7(d) show the time and data throughput, when Producer sends messages sized as 256 bytes and 2048 bytes respectively, through using both MetaQ and Jafka. In the figure, the horizon axis represents the number of thread on each Producer node, and the vertical axis means the time or data throughput in different sub-figures.
We can see from Figures 7(a) and 7(b), MetaQ results in less time required for sending messages on the producer side by 10.1% to 52.3%, in contrast to Jafka. This is because MetaQ employs the policy of caching messages in a memory file, which will not be flushed to the disk until the size of buffered contents exceeds a pre-defined threshold. In addition, since MetaQ adopts the gecko framework to support non-blocking inter-communications between different components, that might benefit MetaQ to cause less time for sending messages.
Another interesting clue show in Figures 7(a) and 7(b) is about the time required for sending messages increases monotonously, when the number of Producer threads is becoming larger. This is because more messages issued by threads are supposed to be forwarded to the same Broker of MetaQ, which bring about longer I/O time to flush these messages to the memory file or even to the disk storage on the broker server. More important, we can also explore from the figures, more time is expected when sending larger messages by using both messaging frameworks, because more network traffics are resulted by the messages having larger size.
Figures 7(c) and 7(d) demonstrate the data throughput on the broker server, when the message size is 256 bytes and 2048 bytes, respectively. The results of using two messaging frameworks show a similar trend, in which better data throughput is achieved by MetaQ, compared with Jafka. Note that both of MetaQ and Jafka have increasing characteristic properties in data throughput, while the number of sending threads on each producer client comes to 12 (i.e. there are 24 Producer threads in total, as we have two producer client in experiments). However, the data throughput does not advance significantly in the cases of the number of threads is greater than 12, we think that is because the peak performance of the broker server is reached while each Producer instance has 12 threads for sending messages.
2) TIME FOR RECEIVING MESSAGES
The time needed for receiving messages by the component of Consumer has been measured, as well. Figures 8(a) to 8(d) show the time and relevant data throughput when consumer threads pull messages from Broker. Similar to the sending case shown in Figure 7 , MetaQ outperforms Jafka with respect to both metrics. Both of messaging frameworks result in linearly increased I/O time for receiving data from Broker, and the data throughput does not boost significantly while the number of threads on each consumer client is more than 12. Especially, Jafka resulted in a slight degradation on data throughput once the number of consumer threads is larger than 12, as illustrated in Figures 8(d) . This is might because the broker server reaches it peak performance, and Jafka does not have better optimization strategies, including memory caching for such cases.
Besides, we can understand that it is a little different from the significant merits in the case of sending messages, the benefits caused by MetaQ in the case of receiving data are not so distinctive, compared with Jafka. This is because the mechanism of memory buffering in MetaQ does not place too much positive effects on system performance, when reading messages from broker servers.
3) AVERAGE TIME LATENCY
Latency is a time interval between issuing a stimulation of sending/receiving message request and obtaining the corresponding response in a round of message processing. As latency is a critical indicator to the metric of realtimeness, we also recorded the time latency when sending and receiving messages with MetaQ and Jafka. Figure 9 shows relevant results about average time latency, and the X-axis represents the timeline of sending/receiving messages (50, 000 in total for each Consumer/Producer thread). As shown in the figure, the average time latency generally keep stable, from 60 ms to 80 ms. Moreover, in contrast to Jafka, MetaQ introduces less latency when sending and receiving messages by 8.3% in average. This is because MetaQ introduces the techniques of caching messages in memory, and flushing/reading messages to/from disk storage in batches.
4) TRANSACTION PER SECOND (TPS)
The metric of transaction per second refers to the number of message transactions performed per second in message middleware frameworks. In other words, it can be calculated based on how many messages are processed over certain duration of the experiment and then calculate it for a second.
In general, higher TPS implies better system performance. We have conducted evaluation experiments when involved messages sized as 256 bytes and 2048 bytes. Figure 10 reports the results of transaction per second about the broker server when using MetaQ and Jafka.
We can see that MetaQ reaches a peak of 14, 104 in our experiments, but Jafka just yield a maximum of TPS with 12, 625 when the message size is 256. Specifically, both messaging frameworks have achieved significant increases with growing the number of threads, until the number of threads reaches 12. After then, they do not bring about much better performance, though we have a slight growth trend on transaction per second, when having a larger number of Producer and Consumer threads in the case of MetaQ.
As we summarized before, one broker server can only afford a limited number of message transactions, and we are supposed to employ more broker servers to enlarge the system's scale, and then to satisfy more workloads of messages processing, regardless which distributed messaging software is employed.
One more attractive clue shown in Figure 10 is about both messaging frameworks can yield better TPS when the size of messages is small. This is due to the smaller messages requiring less memory space on the broker server, as well as introducing less network traffics. Therefore, we do not recommend to use MetaQ for the target contexts having many quiet big messages. Figure 11 demonstrates the results about overall data throughput in our evaluation experiments. Similar to the results about the metric of TPS shown in Figure 10 , one broker server reaches its peak of data throughput to 45.2 MB/second and 39.25 MB/s while using MetaQ and Kafka respectively. However, data throughput does not boost greatly since the number of threads is greater than 12, due to the peak processing capacity of the broker server.
5) OVERALL DATA THROUGHPUT
Note that our selected two messaging frameworks could not yield attractive data throughput as the results reported in other published literature, we think this is partially because of RAID3 storage is equipped in our servers.
C. ADVANCED EXPERIMENTS ON TRANSACTION-BASED MESSAGING
We have verified the functionality of transaction-supported messaging services by using local transactions and distributed XA transactions in MetaQ, through running our developed benchmarks. More important, we set Broker intentionally removing a small part of messages (well-proportioned to all Producer threads in the different time periods), and refusing to respond to relevant Producer, when it receives such messages, to test the capability of transaction supports and performance degradation.
Since Jafka does not support transaction-based messaging services, only MetaQ was used in this category of experiments. In addition, there is no difference for receiving the messages on the Consumer side when using transaction- based communications, we only report the relevant results on the side of Producer.
1) LOCAL TRANSACTION-BASED COMMUNICATIONS
The feature of enabling local transaction indicates that a batch of messages can be transferred between Producer and Broker, by following the principle of atomicity. Figure 12 demonstrates the core part of our programmed benchmark that is leveraged to test local transaction-based messaging services. Specifically, the producer thread first calls beginTransaction(), to create a local transaction, and then sends two sample messages to the broker server, within this transaction. The function of commit() is invoked only if these two messages have been successfully transferred. Otherwise, it rolls back the transaction via calling the function of rollback(). Besides, the consumer thread in our benchmark verifies the consistency of transaction by simply checking the number of messages received from the broker server.
In the series of experiments performed in this sub-section, we also set that each producer thread sends 20, 000 messages in every round of execution, and each message is sized as 256 bytes or 2048 bytes (i.e. 2KB), respectively. Considering each transaction contains two messages, that means there are 10, 000 local transactions issued by each producer thread.
First, we have verified that all messages are correctly received by Consumer threads, including the cases of some messages are lost. 2 Furthermore, we have recorded the time required for sending messages, and the relevant results are shown in Figure 13 . As seen, in contrast to Baseline, i.e. the sending time reported in Figures 7(a) and 7(b) , the local transaction-based communications (labeled as Transactionbased) need more than 16.3% − 23.1% time for sending 2 In such cases, the Producer threads will re-send the lost messages in transactions. messages. This is because the atomicity is enforced by a close collaboration between Producer and Broker, it consequently leads to a performance degradation of the broker server.
Moreover, as we intentionally set Broker failing to receive 10% messages, relevant Producer threads are supposed to resend the lost messages in the relevant transactions. Figure 7 also presents such relevant results, and it clearly illustrates that re-sending lost messages results in 12.1%-17.7% performance degradation.
2) XA TRANSACTION-BASED COMMUNICATIONS
Different from local transactions, an XA transaction involves not only the broker server, but also another designated server, e.g. a database server, for accomplishing varied types of operations. VOLUME 5, 2017 [25] , is employed in our benchmark to manage XA transactions. In practical terms, this benchmark emulates a typical scenario of XA transaction, in which a new record is supposed to be inserted into the table of orders in a database located in a dedicated server (we employ the Producer machine as the database server in our experiments), and meanwhile a corresponding message is sent to the broker server, for notifying the Consumer thread. Clearly, both kinds of operations (i.e. sending the notification message and inserting a database record) should be processed atomically.
In the same way, each Producer thread is configured to send 20, 000 messages in every round of execution, and each message is sized as 256 bytes or 2048 bytes (i.e. 2KB), respectively. We have recorded the time required for sending messages while utilizing XA transactions, and Figure 15 presents the results. Similar to the case of local transaction-based communications, XA transaction-based communications need more than 34.1% − 39.8% time for processing messages, compared with Baseline. Moreover, we can disclose that XA transaction-based communications cause more time for sending messages, when compared with local transaction-based ones. This is because an XA transaction has to coordinate with not only Broker, but also another dedicated database server.
In addition, we can understand that re-sending the lost messages in relevant transactions causes more sending time by 16.3%-20.9%, as the lost messages are needed to be re-sent by Producer. As a consequence, all messages can be correctly received by Consumer threads.
D. SUMMARY
The most obvious finding in our evaluation is about better performance can be achieved by MetaQ, compared with its most similar work, i.e. Jafka. Although we report that MetaQ yields its peak performance when the number of Producer/Consumer threads reaches a peak, it does not indicate that the MetaQ message middleware cannot scale well for large applications. To put it from another angle, in the case of more workloads of messages in big Internet applications, we can simply employ more broker servers to process messages in parallel, for accelerating the speed of message services.
With respect to evaluating the MetaQ message middleware, we emphasize the following two key observations. First, before reaching the maximum processing capacity of broker server(s), MetaQ is able to yield attractive performance on transactions per second with increasing number of Producer/Consumer threads. Second, the higher data throughput can be achieved with the growing number of the involved messages, as well. In brief, we conclude that the MetaQ message middleware can significantly reduce the time required by sending/receiving messages between message producer applications and message consumer applications. By accelerating the exchange of messages in Internet applications having online transaction processing workloads, we believe MetaQ is particularly important for such systems with rigorous time constraints and XA transaction-support requirements.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Targeting for providing messaging services for Internet applications, this paper proposes MetaQ, which is a distributed and high performance messaging framework. Especially, MetaQ intends to offer messaging services for the Internet applications having characteristic properties of real-time, high availability and transaction support. Because MetaQ has been implemented in pure Java as open source software, it is inherently cross-platform, we can modify and then deploy it in different runtime environments for varied applications.
The nature of MetaQ software has been leveraged by RocketMQ, which is now used in Taobao.com and Alipay.com, to provide high performance real-time messaging services. Besides the mentioned two Internet applications, MetaQ has also been deployed in other applications of certain IT companies including Lean Cloud. As far as we know, some other Chinese IT giants, such as Tencent and Baidu, had used MetaQ in their Internet application (because we are not sure whether they are now using MetaQ or not, but we know they had used it). Through these real usages of MetaQ or MetaQnatured message middleware, we argue that MetaQ is fairy nice choice of message queue software for Internet applications. In the near future, we are planning to develop a sophisticate algorithm for message load balance of Consumer and Producer instances.
